
SCAN TO BIM 
Best Practices:
What You Need to Know



Whether you’re thinking of getting 
started in 3D laser scanning or 
you’ve been doing it for years, this 
guide reviews scan to BIM best 
practices for workers of every level.

Scope of Work 
& Budget

Planning Your Scan 
For BIM Conversion

Common Scanning 
Challenges

Common Point 
Cloud Modeling 

Challenges

Optimizing the 
Model for Usability/

Constructibility

Maybe you’re a contractor who scans just to check off that point cloud 
deliverable. Or, maybe you’re already using a scan to BIM process. 
Either way, this guide will walk you through everything you need to know 
about scan to BIM best practices. 

As you’re reading, put yourself in these situations. If you’re not already 
doing scan-to-BIM, my hope is to show the benefit, prove that anyone 
can do it, and convince those on the fence to just get started.
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In this guide, we’ll review what to know before getting started with Scan-to-BIM
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If you’re trying to determine whether or not scan-to-BIM is right 
for your project (hint: it usually is), there are a few things to keep in 
mind, starting with the SOW and the Budget. If your SOW calls for...

As-Built Model with Scan Verification
...then you should ask yourself these questions below:

Do they have as-built drawings? If so, are they legible?

What’s the project schedule?

What does the project space look like?

Is it a full demo, partial demo, or no demo?

Should you use the baseline model?  
If so, what’s staying and what’s going?

What LOD should you use? (Level of Development)

For scan to model verification, you’ll just need to link the point cloud to the model 
and do a little model refinement. More on that later.

Once it’s scanned, you’ll need to determine if this is a partial or 
complete demo.

As a best practice, if enough of the 
elements can be exposed for accurate 
scanning, it will more than likely be a 
partial demo. If this is the case, you’ll need 
to think about how you’re going to register 
the data. For a complete demo, see if 
everything is exposed. If only the remaining 
elements are in the project space, you’re 
good to call it a complete demo. 

Partial or Complete Demolition?

Choosing the 
Right Tool for 
the Job Are you scanning

Inside OR
Outside?

Level of Data Accuracy, 
Level of Model Detail Or 
Both?

From here, you’ll know if you need a station-based 
scanner or a mobile mapping solution.

We all know project costs can get out of hand 
quickly. Once you’ve evaluated your project, think 
about whether or not it would be better to measure 
things the old fashioned way. If that’s the case, go 
for it. Consider the labor hours that will take plus 
the lack of detailed accurate data, and make sure 
you’re still coming out on top in the end.

If you decide to scan, here is how you can save time:

Scan everything 
in one visit

Limit your site visits by planning 
ahead and scanning everything 
in one trip. If you have them, use 
multiple scanners during one visit.

Establish a clear BIM 
LOD deliverable

Know what Level of Detail 
you need going into the visit. 
Remember that the scan will pick 
up everything but what is really 
important. Model only what stays 
(not what’s being demoed)

Once you’ve done the prep work, it’s time to plan your scan.

Scope of Work & Budget01

Controlling the 
Process Costs

Once you understand your existing conditions, 
you’ll need to pick your scanning solution. Is 
your end deliverable driven by..
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As cheesy as it may sound, I 
always say “every successful 
scan begins with a plan.” If we 
don’t have a roadmap, we won’t 
know where we’re going. 

02Planning Your Scan 
for BIM Conversion

First, Create a Scan Roadmap
Establish all of your proposed scan locations

You should be able to see images of 
the site to know exactly what you’re 
looking at in the layout. More detail 
is better in this case. Be sure not to 
paint yourself into a corner. 

This means you should scan a space 
so that you see more than one side 
of any object and you can triangulate 
the position of the scan set-up from 
scan to scan. To stay in control of 
the project, control must be set at 
the very start. Ask yourself if you’re 
scanning what you really need, and 
always remember that getting good 
quality data will save time in the long 
run. Planning to have complete control 
of your data for registration will make 
your projects more efficient. 

Using black and white targets on the walls will help 
guide you on your set-up from scan to scan.

Then, Perform an Identification of Systems, Demo/Existing
After the scan, set up a post-scan review with your client. It’s best to conduct a 
design intent versus scan data comparison. Make sure you take pictures as 
secondary documentation and to ensure you’ll have backup in the case of an 
unfortunate legal dispute. In addition, label/tape/paint systems for the image 
capture.

But, just like with any new technology, there are challenges...

Next...
Plan for Data Registration and 
Control, always consider the basic 
rules of survey and triangulation 
when scanning a project. 
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 Common Scanning Challenges Common Point Cloud 
Modeling Challenges
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Data Management 
Scan data size will typically be measured 
in GBs, not MBs. There are also data 
transfer sites that need to be taken 
into account, like site data restrictions, 
transfer rates, and data access. Data 
backup is also a challenge. Make sure 
everything is backed up after the data 
is collected. In addition, check your 
computer requirements to ensure 
everything is up to date.

Limits to Level of Accuracy (LOA)

No matter how well you scan a space, 
you’ll have uncaptured data. Ask yourself 
if you can see everything. If you can’t, 
neither can the scanner. Use all the known 
information to fill in the gaps, and find 
repeatable data to leverage in the modeling 
of objects. Highlight the areas as “gap” or 
“missing” data in your model/drawings by 
color coding the areas of low point cloud 
density. In addition, take cost and time into 
consideration. 

Separation of Scanning 
and Registration
As a best practice, the person doing 
the scanning should also register the 
data. This registration can be done by 
someone besides the scanning tech, 
but it requires a detailed scan plan. As 
always, secondary pictures are a must 
to ensure you’re covered in case of 
problems down the road.

“Popping Tiles” and 
  Associated Risks
Scanning a space before complete demo 
can cause a number of issues, with the 
biggest being hidden elements that are 
to stay in the space not showing up in the 
scan. Popping tiles is a common approach 
for the scanning of occupied areas this can 
cause associated risks. The issue with this 
approach is that you can see most of what 
is going on in the ceiling after the tiles are 
removed, but what about the elements that 
are still hidden behind ductwork and other 
systems at the stop of the space?

Doing this sort of partial demo will require 
you, in most cases, to double your scan 
count because you will need to scan at 
floor level and then use a telescoping 
attachment to raise the scanner in the 
ceiling to get things above the initial lower 
level systems. Ask yourself what you can 
really see, then determine how you’ll 
register the data. There could be 
complicated logistics involved, so make 
sure you’re not doing more scans than 
necessary. 

As an example, if you have steel with 
fireproofing, there could be challenges. 
The thickness of fireproofing varies 
significantly along a beam or column. So, 
in many cases, only one side of the beam 
or column is captured. 

There are two suggested solutions here:
1. To scrape the fireproofing from key areas 
of steel elements.

2. Model the steel with the best fit
size/shape, based on the scan data or
the background project as-builts, for 
coordination, and represent fireproofing 
with a clearance zone. 

Geo-referencing to State Plane
When georeferencing to state plane, remember international feet vs. US survey feet are different. 
Survey data standardizes on US Survey Feet, however, not all state plane systems utilize US Survey 
Feet! It’s usually only preferred in CA, TX, CO, CT, MD, IN, NC, NE, and WY. BIM platforms typically 
standardize on International Feet. As an example, certain BIM authoring tools don’t recognize US 
Survey Feet. 

Registration Process
Break the scan down into smaller areas 
or floors. Remember that the data 
doesn’t have to be registered completely 
as a single point cloud. You can do 
multiple scans if-needed, and the BIM 
authoring tool you use should allow you 
to “stitch” the registered point clouds 
together. You can even try multiple 
registration methods, like planes, 
targets, and cloud to cloud. Use “best 
fit” principles to ensure you’re using the 
correct method for the job. Once again, 
pictures and other secondary scan data 
should be used as reference. The working hours required to 

model at 1/8 accuracy could be 
double what it would take at ¼ 
accuracy.
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You’ll need to ask yourself a few questions when 
optimizing the model for usability. First, focus on 
the end user. 

Optimizing the Model for 
Usability/Constructibility
05

Who is The End User?
The end user can be several people. If the model is for reference only, ask 
yourself if this needs to be BIM or if the point cloud will suffice. You could 
also have a designer vs. contractor deliverable, where you could need design 
drawings for renovations or additions. If this is the case, ask whether or not you 
need a 3D as-built environment for trade coordination. If you determine that 
you’ll need all of the model element details, decide which elements or surfaces 
are important for a high LOA, and which can be represented with a lower LOA.

As an example, if you’re modeling walls 
at high LOA, there are both benefits and 
challenges. It’s a better choice if accuracy is 
critical for further design and/or fabrication. 
The benefits may include a 3D model that 
is closer to the real, as-built condition 
which shows the elements as they are 
constructed, including their construction 
tolerances. Challenges to modeling at a high 
LOA are that traditional drawings could be 
difficult to create, walls will not be parallel/
perpendicular or square/plumb, and there 
could be a higher cost or duration due to 
complex geometry or small segments.

Don’t Forget the “I” in BIM
Your software has magic buttons that you should be mindful of. They use the 
“Information,” ie, the “I” in BIM to turn seemingly complex point cloud data into simple 
3D solids. Make sure you’re applying what you’ve learned in all your years in construction 
and don’t be intimidated by the new technology. You know that steel beam is a specific 
size and shape, you know whether or not you captured a pipe or insulation, and you know 
which surface is important. Standard doors and windows come in standard sizes, and so 
on. You know better than anyone what your data should show because you’ve seen it for 
years in real life. 

If that little voice 
is saying you don’t 
know enough 
about technology 
to learn scan to 
BIM, tell it: 

I can.
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Helping you learn the 
best practices for 

scanning.


